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Executive Summary 
The Museums of Historic Hopkinsville-Christian County (MHHCC) serve as the only 

repositories preserving and telling the story of the area through three-dimensional objects. The 
Museum’s collection includes a wide variety of items related to the area, as well as thematic 
collections such as transportation, fire, circus and Edward Cayce. 

The key strengths of the museum are its staff, the community support and the staff’s 
commitment to the responsibilities that come with holding historical collections in the public 
trust for that community. The staff is to be commended for their recent work on improvements 
and their eagerness to help in continued improvements. They are well aware of the strengths 
and challenges of collections management activities and are eager to improve. 

A major challenge is the issue of intellectual control over the collection. With artifacts at 
various locations, including a warehouse not controlled by MHHCC staff where other historic 
items are kept, it is imperative that MHHCC staff have an up-to-date record of and location for 
all the objects for which they have title and ownership. Better intellectual control will also 
address problems with collections planning, the accessibility of objects and dealing with 
possible deaccessioning. 

Another major challenge for MHHCC is the education of Board members and the 
community about what exactly holding objects in the “public trust” means and what the 
responsibilities are. There needs to be a shift in views regarding acquisition from “the museum 
might want this” to “could the museum use this and can they care for it?”  

Adequate storage space with appropriate environmental conditions is a long-term 
challenge that needs to be addressed after progress is made on the above challenges. This 
report also provides recommendations for short- and medium-term improvements that can be 
made by staff to improve collections stewardship. 

 
Key findings and recommendations: 

1. MHHCC needs to make a decision regarding the old post office building. 
2. Staff needs to immediately start to get better intellectual and physical control of 

collections. They should start a “triage” inventory of its collections, including and 
particularly for the items at the Christian County Historical Society warehouse and/or 
Beverly Academy. 

3. Education of the Board and the community regarding collections acquisitions, care and 
obligations must be a priority. MHHCC may also want to consider a “tiered collection” 
approach (as described in appendix E). 

4. A Collecting Plan needs to be a priority for MHHCC (before necessary de-accessioning 
can occur). 

5. Professional development and opportunities such as this assessment need to continue 
to be funded. 

6. The conditions for some objects, particularly those in the basement, need to be 
improved. Long-term, this will require additional funding that may be available in state 
or federal grants. 
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Introduction 
The Museum Assessment Program’s Collections Stewardship Assessment (CSMAP) 

focuses on collections policies, planning, access and documentation within the context of the 
museum’s total operations. The scope of the assessment includes collections care and use; 
acquisitions and deaccessioning; legal, ethical, and safety issues; documentation and inventory; 
and emergency planning. CSMAP is a confidential, consultative process, designed to help 
museums understand how their operations compare to standards and best practices in the 
field. It provides museums with the tools and resources to recognize how other institutions deal 
with similar challenges, while providing suggestions for improvement. Since 1981 over 5,000 
museums have participated in over 6,500 assessments. MAP is supported through a 
cooperative agreement between the Institute of Museum and Library Services and the 
American Alliance of Museums.  

This report summarizes the findings of an assessment of the Museums of Historic 
Hopkinsville-Christian County (MHHCC). It is based on the review of written materials 
submitted by the organization as well as a site visit. These documents were reviewed prior to 
the site visit: CSMAP Self-Study Materials, 2014 and 2015 annual and financial reports, 
Collections policy, Organizational and Community Engagement assessment reports (2013 and 
2015), and collections records and forms. Additional materials provided during or after the site 
visit include: Board by-laws, the city ordinance authorizing the museum, and copies of 
additional collections forms and documents. 

The main goals for this Assessment as identified by the staff in the MAP application and 
Self-Study are: prioritize long-term collections management issues; improve the museum’s 
ability to write a collections plan; and assess needs in facilities management and appropriate 
storage conditions.  

The site visit was conducted on March 30-31, 2017. It included meetings with staff and 
one Board member and toured the facility. (See appendix A for agenda.) During each of these 
meetings, staff talked about their duties, their concerns and vision for the collections, what 
they hoped to get from the assessment, and their vision of the Museum overall. A similar 
conversation was held with one long-time Board member.  
 
Institutional History  

The Pennyroyal Area Museum (PAM) opened in 1976 as the first museum for the area. It 
became a city/county agency in 1984. PAM was joined by the Woody Winfree Fire – 
Transportation Museum (WWFTM), opened in 2008, and the Charles Jackson Circus Museum 
(CJCM), opened in 2011. PAM has been housed in the old Hopkinsville Post Office since its 
founding. The building was built in 1914 and used from 1915 to 1967 by the federal 
government. It is currently owned by the city and leased to the museum. The WWFTM building 
is owned by the Local Development Corporation and leased to the museum.  

In 2012, the three museums were combined and renamed the Museums of Historic 
Hopkinsville-Christian County (MHHCC). In 2015, the building housing CJCM, the only building 
owned by MHHCC, was sold, and the circus collections became part of the PAM collections. All 
three museums were located within the same block of East 9th street in downtown Hopkinsville. 
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The museum also stores artifacts at the Christian County Historical Society (in a 
warehouse maintained and owned jointly by an MHHCC Board member and a community 
member) and at the City Public Works garage.  

The current director was appointed in 2012. The Director of Programs and Exhibits has 
worked in a variety of positions at the MHHCC over the last 20 years. The Director of Collections 
and Membership started in March 2017. The current staff are dedicated, professional, and have 
made substantial improvements recently in multiple areas.  

Mission and Planning 
A. Mission 

The mission of MHHCC is to “cultivate regional pride and tell our community’s authentic 
stories by creating an enjoyable, engaging learning environment that encourages conversations 
about our unique history and diverse heritage.” This mission is detailed in the by-laws amended 
in 2016 and approved by MHHCC’s board. While the city ordinance under which MHHCC is 
governed does not mention a mission; it does state that the Board will be ruled by the MHHCC 
by-laws, which include the above mission. While the mission statement does not specifically 
mention collections, it is clear that, for the MHHCC staff, the “authentic” in the mission means 
real artifacts. In addition, one long-time board member clearly felt the collections were the 
strength of and reason for the organization. 

MHHCC has a rich collection of objects directly related to the museum’s mission. Many 
of them are unique and unavailable elsewhere. However, MHHCC also accepted almost 
everything offered in the first four decades and has items not as well suited to their mission. 
The staff is aware of this and are taking steps to correct the situation.  

Collections policy and procedures on paper appear to be very focused on the museum’s 
mission. The addition of a Board-approved Collections Plan would fill the one gap. However, in 
practice, some board members have a different view of the role of collections in the mission. 
One board member believed the museum’s mission was to be a repository of all historical 
objects, regardless of issues of whether they were unique, would ever be used to tell the 
authentic stories or could be appropriately cared for. There has been some conflict between 
accessioning all things offered and “saving” them versus considering how the museum might 
(or might not) be able to use a particular item to fulfill its mission. Some progress has been 
made toward ensuring that the current Collections Committee does not add to the number of 
artifacts not directly related to mission or that cannot be cared for. (See additional discussion in 
Acquisitions, p. 10.) 

With the recent hiring of a new Director of Collections and Membership, MHHCC has 
shown a commitment to allocating appropriate resources toward collections and its role in 
fulfilling the museum’s mission. However, additional Board education should be done. Some 
Board members questioned whether they needed to fill the position. In addition, they question 
why the museum needs to invest in archival quality storage enclosures when they can’t provide 
proper environmental conditions 

 
B. Planning 

MHHCC recently completed a strategic plan, which was approved by the Board in 2016. 
The plan itself covers necessary areas, including collections, and has definitive goals. However, 
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the implementation of the strategic plan has stalled. The major roadblock at this point appears 
to be the heavy maintenance and repair needs regarding the old post office building. A decision 
regarding that issue needs to be a priority so that progress on the implementation of the 
strategic plan goals can proceed.1 

The strategic plan itself could be improved with the addition of a few items. The 
creation of an Emergency or Disaster Action and Recovery Plan needs to be included as a goal. 
In addition, the Board training is mentioned but is not on the calendar outline. At least in terms 
of collections, this is an immediate need.  

In terms of collections, the strategic plan does outline appropriate goals, including 
inventory; collections procedures manual; de-accession plan; a storage plan; collections plan; 
and collections accessible to public utilizing digital methods. However, the collections would 
benefit from some adjustment in timing. For example, the Collections Plan needs to be an 
immediate priority (before proceeding with deaccessioning). A plan is not only essential for 
deaccessioning but would also assist with issues regarding new acquisitions and the Collections 
Committee. (Additional discussion can be found in the Acquisitions, p. 10).  

As a MAP participant, MHHCC has access to the American Alliance of Museums 
Information Center where additional planning resources can be found, including examples of 
collections plans. Many of these are longer and more developed than MHHCC should focus on 
in the short-term. (Some good samples of short collections plans from Ah Tah Thi Ki Museum 
and Drake Well Museum, from AAM Information Center, are included in appendix C as well as 
other sample plans). 

The Collections Committee should immediately start writing a Collections Plan. Sections 
describing existing collections may not be fully completed until an inventory of the collection is 
completed. However, the inability to fully develop all sections of a final plan should not stop the 
development of sections that can be done. The plan can always be amended. (A document 
outlining possible sections as well as information on each section is in appendix C.)  

The Collections Plan process should also include some community education and 
outreach. The appendices also contain a document with some possible wording for a website. 
This would be a simple beginning. After the initial plan is approved, MHHCC might proceed 
through a community process (as described in the preamble of the Pratt Museum Collections 
Plan in the appendix C) to refine/update the plan.  

Discussions on why a plan is needed (which is a great resource for discussion with board 
members) as well as a sample outline are available in Small Museum Toolkit, Book 6: 

                                                           
1 A building analysis was done in 2016, which clearly indicates the needs as well as recommendations and 

associated costs. The report outlines a clear plan that can be implemented if funds available. A major stumbling 
block is Board concern about putting museum funds into a building that they lease but do not own. Some board 
members have suggested moving the museum to another space that is in better condition but that provides less 
square footage. Particularly for the collection, that is not possible at this time without a complete inventory and 
major deaccessioning. 

Another recommendation has been to use funds available from a new county tax to begin 
implementation of the building plan. From a collections standpoint, this would seem to be a reasonable course of 
action that would allow the strategic plan to move forward and work on collections improvement to proceed. In 
this case, a written agreement needs to be completed regarding who is responsible for what upkeep and 
maintenance upon completion of the work. 
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Stewardship (2012), edited by Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko and Stacy Klingler. (See the Resources 
section for online links to more sample plans.) 

 

Interpretation 
A. Audience and Visitors 

Attendance at MHHCC in 2015 was almost 9,000 – an increase of 59% from 2014. 
MHHCC uses its exhibits and programs to attract visitors. Over 6,000 of those were on-site 
admissions and participants in events and programs. The largest program attendance, however, 
was for an event not held at the museum, the Pennyrile Polar Express (which also does not 
directly relate to the museum’s mission). Other events, such as the Edgar Cayce Seminar, are 
related to the mission but don’t bring visitors on-site to the museum. Staff are aware of this 
and are working on it. 

There is currently no evaluation of visitors. Visitors to the museum are requested to sign 
the guest book and include zip code/address. For events, only the number is collected. 
Anecdotally, attendance at the larger events is 95% Caucasian and, except for the Storytelling 
Program on Halloween, mostly older. Important and necessary information could be gathered 
at relatively low cost by participating in the American Association for State and Local History’s 
“Visitors Count” program. (See Resources section for more information on “Visitors Count.”) 

MHHCC is actively pursuing ways to diversify its audience, particularly with African-
Americans. These efforts include diversifying their collecting to better represent the community 
by, for example, gathering oral histories of underrepresented groups. Part of this effort should 
include adding relevant objects to the collection. MHHCC staff had a recent “win” in this effort 
with the donation of items related to an African-American, who was a well-known figure in the 
African-American and white communities. Staff needs to continue efforts to reach more diverse 
audiences. 

MHHCC also wants to bring in more children and hope to do so through more engaging 
exhibits. If the recently developed exhibit plan is implemented, family attendance should 
increase. Increasing school group attendance will require some creative thinking regarding the 
high cost of field trips that appear to be preventing schools from visiting. 
 
B. Community 

MHHCC has a few different communities that do not often seem to cross in participation 
or interest. One segment of the local community is very supportive of what the museum is and 
does. In fact, they volunteered and saved the museum in the 1980s, and, thus, clearly saw the 
museum as an important part of the community. Currently, that community attends 
longstanding museum events and volunteers to help with them. This supportive community, 
however, tends to be an older, less diverse community. In addition, while this community is 
supportive and knowledgeable, there are some issues of education regarding acquisitions and 
the distinctions between MHHCC and Christian County Historical Society.  

Another community consists of those interested in Edward Cayce. They are from much 
more than the local community and attend the annual seminar. MHHCC needs to study the 
results of the survey of seminar attendants and develop a strategy to not only improve the 
seminar but to also attract attendees to the museum itself. 
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Both young people and minorities are less knowledgeable about the museum and thus 
less supportive. The MHHCC staff has started to make progress in reaching out to some of these 
communities, particularly the large, local African-American community. For example, MHHCC 
partnered with the Kentucky Historical Society on a project to document the African-American 
community through oral histories. 
 
C. Public Programs 

MHHCC offers a large amount of programming considering the size of the staff. They 
should be commended but should also take some time to re-evaluate some of the large events 
in terms of staff effort versus museum benefit and exposure. If MHHCC is to continue some of 
the larger events, museum staff needs to take a lead role and educate the public about the 
museum – especially for the large off-site events.  

The museum has several good education kits with reproduction items. For on-site 
programming, they often use exhibits in a good interactive way. However, staff needs to re-
evaluate the hands-on use of some accessioned artifacts in programming. (See images 1a-c.) 
The museum should considering deaccessioning these artifacts and putting them into the 
education collection. The reasons why visitors can touch these artifacts and not others could be 
used as a good learning experience and part of educating the community on collections care. 
Alternatively, the practice could be discontinued or reproduction items used.  

The Museum Director goes into the African-American community to churches and 
schools. This is key to getting input on additional programming that might interest this 
community. Some board members are concerned about the lack of African-American 
participation in some new programming efforts; but they were planned without input from the 
target community. 

 
D. Exhibits 

The Director of Exhibits and Programs is a great resource for the museum. She is more 
than willing (and even excited) to learn and has taken opportunities through the years to move 
things to a higher professional level. She tries to implement ideas from workshops, such as a 
recent one on exhibit lighting.  

While the exhibit schedule for the last few years seems overwhelming, several of these 
are small (perhaps one case). However, MHHCC might benefit from fewer exhibits with more 
planning. If MHHCC is able to fund and implement the recently completed exhibit plan for the 
main exhibits, that will take much time on the part of the Director of Exhibits and should make 
a large impact on visitation.  

In the last few years, MHHCC staff has focused exhibits more on local stories rather than 
“history at large,” which had been a focus in several previous years. This is a good trend and 
must be continued. However, currently, development of exhibits is hampered by the 
incompleteness of searchable information in the Past Perfect database (particularly locations). 

The staff’s current concerns and efforts regarding exhibits are exactly in the right areas – 
revamping main exhibits; adding interactivity; lighting challenges in the main exhibit area; and 
incorporating Black History into regular exhibits rather than having it as a separate section.  

Some additional areas of concern include the following: conditions in exhibit spaces, 
display cases, marking objects, loaned items and items being “used.” Some of the exhibit areas 
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suffer from problems related to the building envelope. For example, leakage in the main exhibit 
area ceiling require periodic covering of exhibits with plastic when it might rain. (See images 2a-
c.) Some of the exhibit cases are wood and may be problematic for some objects. (Additional 
discussion can be found in Conservation, p. 17.) 

Many objects on display at both PAM and WWFTM are not marked or are not 
appropriately marked. Staff should continue the new process of making sure objects are 
appropriately marked and tracked when they go on to or come off of exhibit. 

A large model railroad layout that takes up a large amount of space in the main exhibit 
hall is on long-term loan. (See image 3.) This situation needs to be rectified and the object 
donated or returned to the owner. As noted elsewhere in this report, MHHCC has a 
responsibility to the public for whom they hold and care for artifacts. Space and resources 
allocated to something not part of that collection is taking space and resources from objects  

The “pioneer” room upstairs is a good “experience” exhibit but is not ADA-accessible. 
The agriculture exhibit, developed in a partnership with the U.S. Tobacco Company, is a good 
example of successes by MHHCC. It is informational and interactive. This process might be a 
model as MHHCC proceeds to implement the recently developed exhibit plan. (See images 4 
and 5.) 
 
E. Research 

MHHCC has a small library, much of which is housed in the Director’s office or an area at 
the back of the main exhibit area. (See image 6.) Use of the library, however, is hampered by it 
not being adequately tracked. Staff conducts only limited original research regarding the 
collection and will not be able to do so without more staff. 
 
F. Marketing and Public Relations 

MHHCC needs a formal marketing plan, which is a goal in their 2016 strategic plan that 
includes collections. In fact, using collections in marketing aligns with the mission focus on 
“authentic” stories and can help with the goal of educating the community regarding 
collections acquisition and care. A simple listing of recently accessioned artifacts, with images, 
in a newsletter can serve both marketing and educational purposes. 

The museum currently relies heavily on membership for promotion of the museum and 
events. Staff also does some small, off-site exhibits in high profile places, such as City Hall, that 
help promote the museum. The museum works with multiple organizations and events in the 
area to help raise the profile of the institution. The Director represents the organization well at 
public events and makes great effort to get the museum in the press.  

MHHCC has both a website and Facebook page. However, they must be kept up-to-date. 
(During the on-site visit, the image at the bottom of the website pages still included the Circus 
Museum, and the pictures of the Cayce seminar were from 2014). The marketing plan should 
include a strategy for this.  
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Collections Stewardship 
A. Scope of Collections 

MHHCC has been collecting since its founding in 1976, and there appears to have been 
little constraint on what was accepted until recent years. Nonetheless, the majority of the 
collection is appropriate to their mission as related to Hopkinsville and Christian County. These 
collection items seem to fall into a few different categories: a main collection of varied objects 
with connections to the geographical area, specialized collections (circus, transportation, fire, 
Edward Cayce), and some general collections items appropriate to historical periods but with 
no specific connection to the geographical area.  

The scope, as outlined in the Collections Management Policy (CMP), is good but could 
use some refining. For example, current practice needs to be reflected in the scope. There 
should be more emphasis on Hopkinsville and Christian County with less on the surrounding 
counties. The scope section should reference a more detailed Collections Plan. (More discussion 
on the Collections Plan can be found in Planning, p. 4.) 

The main issue in terms of scope relates to the “specialized” collections. While the 
Cayce collection is unique to the region and essential to the story, the circus collection is not. It 
could be held by any general museum but MHHCC’s limited space and resources are being 
used. MHHCC might consider eliminating this from the scope in the CMP. The scope of the fire 
and transportation collections (especially because of their usually large size) could be limited to 
items with specific connections to the history and stories of the area. For example, the Fire Run 
books take up a large amount of space but are unique and irreplaceable because of the details 
they provide about happenings in the history of the area. (See image 7.) 

 
B. Collections Management 

With few staff and no professionally-trained collections staff until recently, MHHCC has 
made some good improvements in collections management and care in recent years. With a 
new, well-trained Director of Collections, it is clear that substantial improvements will be made 
rapidly.  

In 2014, MHHCC adopted a new Collections Management Policy (CMP) that has good 
sections that differentiate collections into permanent (artifact) and education. This policy is a 
good beginning to establishing better intellectual control but needs some updates during the 
scheduled 2017 policy review.  

• The mission needs to be updated to match the one in the 2016 strategic plan. 
• In the History section, it should be noted that, while the 9 counties were the original 

scope, it is now refined to a smaller geographic area as defined in the Scope section. 
• Strengthen the Ethics section by referring to an attached Ethics/Conflict of Interest 

form that staff and board members are required to sign. (More details on 
development of this form are in the Acquisitions section below.) 

• In the Scope section, add a reference to an attached Collections Plan. 
• Add information on differing levels of care for each category. (May consider 

expanding categories in a “tiered collection” approach. See appendix E.) 
• Add a sub-section on Disposal for items 4 and 5 under Process for Deaccessioning. 

This could include reference to the 2016 American Alliance of Museums document, 
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“Direct Care of Collections. Ethics, Guidelines and recommendations.” (A copy is 
included in appendix J and could be attached to the CMP.)  

• Add a statement to Handling that no food/drink is allowed in collections storage 
areas or near museum objects. 

• Change the Inventory section as recommended below in this report. 
• Add reference to attached Pest Management Plan in pest management section. 

(Information on a small but formal plan is in the Conservation section below.) 
• Add Housekeeping section that refers to attached Housekeeping Plan (and add what 

staff is responsible to what duties on the Plan). 
• The specific details on security should not be stated directly in the policy. The CMP 

can refer to an attachment, where details can be described. 
 
The CMP could also benefit from some re-organization to separate the sections into 
Administrative, Acquisition and Deaccession, and Collections Care. A suggested format is: 

• Introduction 
• Administrative: Statement of Authority; Ethics; Scope; Categories of Collection; 

Insurance and Risk Management; Staff Responsibilities 
• Acquisition and Deaccessioning: Acquisitions; Accessions; Deaccessions; Disposal 

o Collections Care: Staff; Handling; Conservation; Inventory; Pest Management; 
Housekeeping; Access and Use; Objects in Custody 

• Policy Review  
 
MHHCC staff uses Past Perfect software for collections management. Based on the 

review of some representative records, the information being entered into Past Perfect is good. 
To speed up entry into Past Perfect, staff might develop a Data Entry Standards and Procedure 
Manual and use volunteers to assist in adding information from paper files and cards that is not 
yet in the database. (See examples in appendix D.) In addition, Past Perfect needs to be set up 
to require individual logons to track data entry. 

Past Perfect also has an online component that would make the museum’s goal of 
making collections accessible to the public utilizing digital methods easier. However, an 
inventory and records reconciliation must be completed before that. Digital access is 
appropriately placed later in the strategic plan. 

The main issues for collections management are intellectual control of the collection 
and a lack of appropriate resources. MHHCC cannot exercise full responsible stewardship until 
they know what they have and where it is. (This is discussed in depth in the Inventory section 
below.) Secondly, the line item for collections in the budget should be a larger percentage of 
the overall budget. 
 
C. Acquisitions and Accessioning 

MHHCC receives almost all of its objects as donations. According to the Self-Study 
report, 90% of the collections are accessioned, 85% have documented title, 65% have been 
catalogued, 40% have been inventoried in the last 10 years and 80% have been visually 
documented. Museum staff is functioning legally regarding its acquisition of objects. The Board 
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is kept appropriately informed at regular Board meetings by a report, which then records all 
acquisitions in the official minutes.  

The new Director of Collections is already working on setting aside a space for potential 
acquisitions and processing, which MHHCC lacked previously and is important. (See images 8a-
c.) Her proposed organization appears reasonable. The area, however, does need to be cleared 
of other things stored in that area or there needs to be a clearer delineation of which part is for 
potential acquisitions, which for exhibit props, which for library items, etc. In addition, the 
space needs to have a lockable door at the entry (off the exhibit space) rather than just a 
curtain. Once the area is set up as needed, collections staff may want to develop a procedure 
manual to outline the specifics of the process from offered donation to accessioned artifact. 
Sections could include how accessions are tracked, what paperwork is necessary for each 
accession, steps involved in accepting, numbering procedures, etc. (Examples of accessioning 
and documentation procedures are listed in the Resources section and appendix D.) 

The museum utilizes a good numbering system and good forms, such as their 
Prospective Donation form (which includes donor questions to gather as much historical 
information and stories as possible). The Donation form should be adjusted to include 
information on what happens if the donor does not reclaim the object within the 60 days under 
item 3. (E.g., “If the Museum’s efforts to return the object(s) within the 60 days are 
unsuccessful, the object(s) will be maintained at the depositor’s risk and expense for a 
maximum of X years/months. If, after X years/months the object(s) have not been claimed, 
then, in consideration for maintenance and safeguarding, the Depositor/Owner shall be 
deemed to have made the objects an unrestricted gift to the Museum.”) It is important that 
staff tag prospective donations with temporary numbers.2 

The museum has fairly recently formed a Collections Committee, which is still 
developing. Staff should be praised for progress made with the Collections Committee as shown 
in the Acquisitions Activity completed for this MAP.3 The Committee needs to keep this idea in 
the forefront: once an item(s) is accepted, it’s held in the public trust and the museum is 
responsible for its appropriate care. The museum should not accept objects that it cannot care 
for or store. Nor should they accept items to “keep people happy.” As a way to accommodate 
committee members who have a difficult time saying no, MHHCC might consider establishing a 
policy of “tiered” collection, with different levels of care required. Several museums, of varying 
sizes, have being using this approach in recent years. (Addition information on this approach is 
in appendix E.)  

An important responsibility related to potential acquisitions is conflict of interest and 
competition. The MHHCC CMP clearly addresses this in section III. The importance of this 
responsibility might be reinforced by the development of an Ethics/Conflict of Interest 

                                                           
2 Numbers can be assigned similarly to accession numbers but start with T. For example, a number would be 
T.2017.3 for the third potential donation in 2017. Past Perfect has a field for Old numbers that can be used if the 
item is accessioned into the collection. 
3 The activity, however, also raised a concern about Board support when only 1 of 4 board members of the 
committee participated. Even with the progress on the Collections Committee, there are still disagreements over 
some items, particularly those being stored at the Christian County Historical Society Building. For example, there 
is a collection of Coke memorabilia that one member of the Collections Committee says is part of the museum 
collection while museum staff say it is not. This might be a prime candidate for the “tiered” approach. 
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statement that all staff, volunteers and Board members are required to sign. (See appendix F 
for sample wording and example forms.)  

MHHCC has a large number of objects that were never fully accessioned. (See images 
9a-b.) Objects were received, given numbers and a temporary receipt was signed by the donor. 
In many cases, the objects themselves were not numbered and no formal deed of gift was 
signed. Opinions on whether this constitutes true ownership can vary so reviewing this with 
legal counsel is advised. While having a signed Deed of Gift is ideal, a collection of various other 
documents may be enough to serve as evidence of a transfer of title. Title requires three things: 
donor’s intent to give, the museum’s agreement to receive, and physical custody of the object.4 
For example, if, for a certain object, the museum has correspondence from the donor indicating 
intent, a copy of an acknowledgement letter from the museum to the donor, and/or a copy of a 
signed receipt, they may have enough to demonstrate ownership.  

The Temporary Registration Receipt forms that have an object description, date, 
assigned accession number, donor and museum signature may be considered evidence of 
intent by the donor. (See appendix G for a sample procedure.) 

If the Museum, with legal counsel, decides it has adequate documentation (without a 
signed Deed of Gift) to establish ownership, they will not need to use Kentucky Revised Statutes 
(KRS) 171.830-171.849.5 If the date of receipt is over 7 years and the museum does not have 
adequate documentation, the museum can proceed to use the Kentucky Revised Statutes to 
obtain title, pursuant to KRS 171.840. 6 (See appendix H for the full statute. Additional 
information can be found online with the Kentucky Historical Society.) 

Another important aspect of museum acquisition is both Board and community 
education regarding what acceptance means and why the museum cannot take everything. The 
public can be educated through information in newsletters or online regarding collecting 
guidelines as discussed above in the Planning section. (Appendix I includes sample text for 
online use.) 
 
D. Deaccessioning and Disposal 

The MHHCC CMP already has a fairly good section on deaccession and disposal (with 
minor suggestions as noted above). Staff correctly identified several obstacles to proceeding 
with deaccessioning, including problems with documentation and lack of work space.  

There are several steps needed before any large-scale deaccessioning can be 
considered. Deaccessioning requires clear determination of title and ownership. The first step is 
better intellectual control of the collection: knowing what they have, where it is, and if they 

                                                           
4 Additional information on what might constitute evidence or presumption of title can be found in Rebecca A. 
Buck and Jean Allman Gilmore, eds., MRM5, Museum Registration Methods (5th ed.), AAM Press, 2010, 111-118 
(especially p. 115). See also Marie C. Malaro and Ildiko Pogany DeAngelis, A Legal Primer on Managing Museum 
Collections (3rd ed.), Smithsonian Books, 2012, 235-236, and Cinnamon Catlin-Legutko and Stacy Klinger, eds., Small 
Museum Toolkit 6, Stewardship, Altamira Press, 2012, 69-70.  
5 There is an advantage to not having to use KRS 171.830-171.849 because of the costs associated with making the 
required notices. 
6 KRS 171.836 reads "After a museum has held property for seven (7) years, other than by the terms of a loan 
agreement, that museum may initiate proceedings, pursuant to KRS 171.840, to cause title to the property to vest 
in the museum.” 
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have the necessary documentation. This requires an inventory and documentation 
reconciliation. (Information on these activities is provided in sections below.) 

When MHHCC is prepared to proceed with deaccessioning, there are a few important 
aspects to consider. Public education regarding the process is essential. If MHHCC proceeds 
with some of the recommendations in this report regarding collection plans and acquisition 
guidelines, they will be well along a path toward an educated public.  

Another aspect is determining the best and most appropriate means of disposal and use 
of any realized funds. The recent AAM document on “Direct Care for Collections” provides good 
guidance in making decisions. (A copy is included in appendix J.) 

If MHHCC wishes to dispose of the item through sale, staff needs to be extra careful to 
establish title as fully as possible. Going through a fully documented deaccessioning process is 
recommended. MHHCC should have a Deaccession Form that can become a permanent part of 
the museum’s record regarding the object. (See appendix K for sample forms and procedures.) 
In addition, a copy of the Board minutes where the deaccession was approved needs to be 
included in the object file.  
 
E. Loans 

MHHCC both loans items and takes items on loan for temporary exhibits. The loan 
activities are appropriate to the mission. The CMP includes good sections on both incoming and 
outgoing loans. The incoming loan form, as recently revised by the Director of Collections, is 
good. A corresponding form needs to be developed for outgoing loans (although they occur less 
frequently). It should be noted that, per KRS 171.833, a copy of KRS 171.830-171.849 needs to 
be sent to lender no later than 45 days after museum receives property. 

MHHCC staff needs to make sure to stay on top of off-site loans and annual renewals. 
Some of these were overdue at the time of the site visit. There was also discussion that seemed 
to indicate the museum had items on loan to a Board member, for which there is no 
paperwork. If this is true, the situation needs to be rectified immediately. In addition, there are 
several items from expired loans in one room in the basement that need to be a priority. 
Returning these items would clear up a lot of additional space for storage. (See images 10a-b.) 

According to the MHHCC insurance agent, incoming loans to MHHCC are covered by 
their insurance policy as well as their objects in transit or loaned to another institution. 
 
F. Legal Issues 

MHHCC appears to be in compliance with relevant laws and regulations regarding 
collections. Most of their documentation seems to fit minimal legal requirements and 
adequately transfers title of donations to the museum. However, until the city ordinance and 
other entities officially acknowledgement the name Museums of Historic Hopkinsville-Christian 
County, all forms should include both that name and the name Pennyroyal Area Museum. (See 
additional discussion in Documentation, p.13.) 

According to legal precedents, a gift of an object to a museum puts an obligation on the 
museum to preserve it and keep all historic associations. Museums (and Boards) have been 
held accountable in court for failing to perform these obligations. The MHHCC Board needs to 
be aware of their legal responsibility to care for any objects accessioned, and their liability if the 
museum accepts more items than it can adequately care for. 
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MHHCC did not appear to have significant collections that would be affected by NAGPRA 
(Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act), the 1970 UNESCO Convention, 
threatened or endangered species acts (natural history specimens, feathers, fur, etc.) or have 
Nazi-era provenance issues. However, staff should be aware of these issues so that they can 
take appropriate action if something along these lines is offered to the museum or is found 
during inventory of the collection. Final determination on MHHCC objects subject to NAGPRA or 
other laws cannot be made until there is better intellectual control over what is in the 
collection.7  

An invaluable resource regarding collections and legal issues is A Legal Primer on 
Managing Museum Collections by Marie C. Malaro. It is a must-have for staff. 
 
G. Safety as it Relates to the Collections 

The collections pose no major threat to staff beyond a few specific storage areas where 
there is disorganization/overcrowding and where there are trip and fall hazards. (See 
Conservation, p. 15-16.)  

There are some chemicals stored in glass bottles that need to be identified and 
determined if hazardous. There may also be old medicine in the collections. (See images 11a-c.) 
Often, you can just contact a pharmacist and they will help identify and dispose of anything 
hazardous.  

The current Facilities Use agreement used by MHHCC should include a statement 
regarding the fragility of collections and required precautions. 
 
H. Documentation 

MHHCC has fairly good documentation for many of its objects. The Deed of Gift, 
Incoming Loan Agreement (as recently revised) and the Prospective Donation form are all well 
done. Copies of these forms should be included as attachments to the Collections Management 
Policy.  

For documents, at this point, they should all have both “Pennyroyal Area Museum and 
Museums of Historic Hopkinsville—Christian County, until things are sorted and arranged in city 
ordinance (perhaps PAM dba MHHCC). Staff should also make sure to send letters of 
acknowledgement for all gifts, noting the accession number on the letter (e.g., at bottom left). 
As noted earlier, the Prospective Donation Form would benefit from adding something 
indicating what happens if the object(s) is not reclaimed within 60 days. 

The Director of Collections has started a project to consolidate some of the paperwork 
related to objects. Once this is done, the information from the paper files and cards needs to be 
entered into Past Perfect.  

Another useful form would be a Deaccession Form with spaces for collections 
committee and board approval. The information fields on the form should include: accession 
number, brief description of object, market value, reason for deaccession, recommendation for 
disposal and signatures of those approving/denying. Specific options to be listed under reasons 
and recommendations are already identified in MHHCC’s Collections Policy. A similar form 

                                                           
7 Additional information on possibly relevant laws can be found in Registration Methods, 26-27; Legal Primer 83-
149; Toolkit, 104-105. 
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could be used for potential acquisitions with reason for accepting and potential use replacing 
the reason and recommendation sections on the deaccession form. (Examples of deaccession 
forms are in appendix K.) 
 
I. Backlog 

The museum’s backlog consists mainly of items that are already stored in collections but 
only have Temporary Registration Receipt. It is difficult to judge how much of this type of 
backlog exists but it may be a substantial amount. They were never fully accessioned and 
catalogued.  

For the current situation, staff should focus on accessioning rather than full 
cataloguing.8 (Further discussion regarding this can be found in the Inventory section below.) 
An accession record minimally includes: the accession number; the date and nature of 
acquisition (gift, excavation, expedition, purchase, bequest, etc.); the source/donor; a brief 
identification and description; condition; provenance; and name of staff member recording the 
accession.  

MHHCC has a manageable backlog on new items. Staff needs to catalog, or at least 
accession, new collections as they are accepted to keep the backlog from growing. There is also 
a manageable backlog on entering data into Past Perfect for items already in the collection. 
MHHCC could use volunteers and interns to work on the backlog since they would be mainly 
entering data direct from the paper files and cards and not creating new content. 
 
J. Inventory 

The Museum does not currently conduct regular inventories. In addition, because of the 
minimal staff and the procedures followed by previous collections staff, many objects do not 
have correct (or any) location in Past Perfect. A partial inventory was done in 2011 but only 
consisted of writing on a legal pad. The information is unclear and of limited use. 

With the limited staff and need for better intellectual control before other 
improvements can be made in collections, a “triage” inventory might be best. This needs to 
start with creating an inventory form and assigning location names/numbers. A couple of things 
that can help the inventory proceed are a form and labelling of locations (and labelling them). A 
form makes sure everyone working on the inventory knows what to write down on each object. 
The form would contain minimal information: Accession number, object name, brief 
description, location, perhaps a space for comments, and a place to mark when a photo is taken 
for identification. (An example of an inventory form is in appendix L.) The triage inventory will 
proceed more quickly if at least one other person can work with the Director of Collections. The 
second person on the team could even be a volunteer.  

Designating locations requires planning. To make inventory and tracking possible, all 
storage spaces must be numbered/named before beginning the inventory process. (E.g., 
Basement, Southwest Corner, Shelving Unit 2, Shelf 3; or Textile Room, Shelving Unit 3, Shelf 4, 

                                                           
8 According to National Standards & Best Practices for U.S. Museums, accession is the “formal act of accepting an 
object(s) into the category of materials that a museum holds in the public trust; (b) the creation of an immediate, 
brief and permanent record utilizing a control number for an object or group of objects added to the collection 
from the same source at the same time, and for which the museum has custody, right or title.” 
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Box 9.) Areas need to be divided up enough to make the location meaningful. For example, 
some records currently indicate the object location as “Basement.” This information is 
inadequate to be able to easily find the object. Once a plan for location designation is complete, 
staff should immediately begin using it for any new items and for items going on or off exhibit. 

After the completion of the initial triage inventory, the Museum needs to institute 
regular inventories (and add this to the Collections Management Policy). Every item should be 
inventoried at least once every 10 years. Many museums use a “rolling” inventory that requires 
staff to inventory enough each year so that every object is inventoried every ten years.  

In addition, spot check inventories are a good idea once the triage inventory is 
complete. For example, someone other than the Director of Collections randomly chooses 3 
objects in storage and 3 object records. Then, they determine if they can find records for the 3 
objects and if they can find objects using the 3 records. (A sample of wording for both spot 
check and regular inventory is in appendix L.) 
 
K. Risk Management 

The Museum lacks an Emergency or Disaster Action and Recovery Plan. While the 
development of this is in the Strategic Plan, it needs to be more of a priority. Staff should 
consult www.dplan.org (which is free) to develop a plan for collections emergencies. Once a 
plan is written, staff should conduct regular drills and should have the police and fire 
departments visit the museum to gain a better understanding of their needs during an 
emergency. An open house with refreshments often works well.  

MHHCC maintains an insurance policy on the items located in the main museum 
buildings as well as an insurance policy for the Beverly Academy, where the museum 
sometimes presents programs. Staff has a good relationship with the insurance agent, who was 
there during the on-site visit, and has a good handle on the issues and questions involved. 

The security of the collections is at risk for multiple reasons. Too many people have keys 
and access to collections. A policy of no food/drink in collections areas must be included in the 
Collections Management Policy and followed by all staff, volunteers and board members.  

In some exhibit areas, such as the Pioneer room, small, valuable artifacts are unsecured 
and easily accessible. Staff might consider replacing some of these items with reproduction 
and/or securing the originals better. (See image 4b.)  

Some of MHHCC’s collections items are stored in a building owned by a member of the 
Board; they are not marked as MHHCC’s and the only “inventory” is in that Board member’s 
head. This is a substantial risk. The board member says MHHCC items are only stored there 
because there is no room at PAM. Even if that is true, the items that belong to MHHCC must be 
marked as such. Museum staff also needs to have a list and each item must have a file and a 
record in Past Perfect. If this Board member should die or be otherwise incapacitated, no one 
would know what belonged to MHHCC – especially because other historic artifacts and 
photographs are also stored in the building.  
 
L. Conservation 

MHHCC staff knows appropriate materials for preservation and storage of items. Where 
they can, they have made a valiant effort to ensure appropriate steps are taken. Previous 
issues, such as inappropriately marking objects, have already been corrected. 

http://www.dplan.org/
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As discussed elsewhere in this report, while staff clearly understand that preservation is 
an obligation for holding objects in the public trust, the Board and the public need to be better 
educated on what that means. In A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections, expert 
Marie Malaro states: “Doing a lot poorly . . . calls into question proper adherence to the duty of 
obedience.”9  

The preservation environment varies in different storage areas. For example, the 
“textile” room upstairs is well-organized with many objects in acid-free boxes or housed with 
muslin. (See images 12a-b). The temperature and relative humidity appeared to be stable.10 In 
the basement, temperature and humidity are little controlled. However, without data from 
temperature and relative humidity logging over time, it is difficult to determine the actual 
conditions for the preservation environment. Although collections are stored in many different 
areas, staff should purchase a few dataloggers to record temperature and humidity in the main 
exhibit hall, the basement, and the largest room in collections storage upstairs and the textile 
room upstairs. (Information on dataloggers can be found in appendix N.) 

Most objects not in the textile room are not stored in appropriate boxes. However, 
some effort has been made to get at least some of the larger items in the basement up off the 
floor and on pallets. (See images 13a-b.) 

In both the main exhibit area and collections storage, there are wood cases and 
cabinets. Staff need to work on ensuring that there is no off-gassing from the wood. They can 
also try to ensure that more sensitive objects are not stored in wood. (See appendix M for 
resources on how to treat wood for use in both exhibit cases and storage areas.) 

The main exhibit areas have issues with lighting, which the staff is well aware of. The 
large, high windows in the main exhibit hall should be covered to allow in less light. However, 
that would require an overhaul of the lighting or it will be too dark. Perhaps, with the 
implementation of the recently developed exhibit plan, funding can be identified to make 
adjustments. The exhibit cases at the front of the museum receive too much light from the 
front windows. UV film could be placed on the windows to decrease this. In addition, items 
more susceptible to light (such as photographs) could be replaced with reproductions. Textiles, 
such as the important letter sweater that is constantly on display, need to have better 
protection. The front cases could also be used for objects, such as the mold used to make 
decoration on the post office building, that are not susceptible to light damage. (See images 
14a-b.) 

The main exhibit area, as well as some of the collections storage areas on the second 
floor suffer from issues with the building envelop that produce roof/ceiling leakage. (See 
images 15 and 2c.) One particular area in the main exhibit hall requires that objects, such as a 
large piano, be covered with plastic when it rains (or might rain). Implementation of the plan in 
the recent Building Analysis report would address this. 

MHHCC should reorganize its storage to separate the education and exhibit supplies 
from artifacts. Collections items need to be stored in their own dedicated spaces. Museum staff 

                                                           
9 See Malaro, Legal Primer, 73. “Collecting without focus and overcollecting to the point where the museum 
cannot effectively care or utilize objects are examples of failure to give sufficient attention to the duty of 
obedience (which is recognized in case law). 
10 Readings during site visit were 68 degrees, 68% relative humidity (which is a bit high for textiles). 
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should determine which areas would be best used for props and interpretation. Some of the 
“debris” mentioned in the 2013 OMAP appears to still be around, particularly in the basement 
areas. (See images 16a-d.) 

Most of the MHHCC artifacts stored in the CCHS building are not stored in the part of 
the building that has environmental controls (heating and cooling). They are intermixed with 
non-MHHCC items and are in unacceptable conditions. As soon as space can be cleared in the 
PAM basement, these items should be moved – for both intellectual and physical control – and 
to ensure the Board is fulfilling legal obligations of care. 

MHHCC needs a small but formal Pest Management Plan. (Examples are in appendix O.) 
The Housekeeping Plan could be improved with the addition of what staff is responsible for 
what duties.  

 

Administration and Finance 
A. Staff 

The collections staff consists of the Director of Collections and Membership. The 
Director’s duties also include managing the museum’s membership database. Current 
collections staff seem well-informed and trained regarding appropriate collections care, 
handling and preservation. The staff is well aware of the strengths and challenges of the 
Museum’s collections management and care activities and is eager to improve. They are 
dedicated, knowledgeable and willing to do anything. They do well for the small size but they 
need additional help.  

The Museum should make more effort to use volunteers and interns. A procedural 
manual for all volunteers and interns would outline duties, collections management 
procedures, and to whom they are responsible. (Appendix D.) 

Currently, the three full-time staff are the only staff available for most maintenance and 
building upkeep. Minimal assistance comes from the city and work crews. This work is not only 
something they are not trained for but it also takes away valuable time from other necessary 
duties.  
 
B. Finance 

The Annual and Audit Reports shows that MHHCC is in good financial health. Almost half 
of the budget comes from a trust that ensures stability for MHHCC. Another 15% comes from 
various government sources. In addition, the newly-passed county tax will provide an influx of 
funds that can be used for deferred maintenance. 

Just over half of the expenses went toward employees (salary, benefits, etc.), which is a 
lower percentage than for many museums. This probably reflects the very small staff size, and, 
perhaps, this could be increased. The next largest expense is for building maintenance, which is 
not unexpected.  

Although the Board and staff should be praised for having a separate line item for 
Collections, it is only 2-3% of expenses. This needs to be increased. Perhaps, if some of the large 
maintenances expenses can be covered with the new tax, some of the savings can be put to 
collections improvements. The Board needs to take the obligation for preservation seriously 
and allocate adequate resources. 
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C. Facilities 

The majority of MHHCC’s collections are currently housed within the main PAM 
building, the WWFTM and the CCHS building. PAM functions as staff offices, exhibition space, 
objects storage, and programming and event space. There is no regular staff presence in the 
other two buildings. 

The strategic plan appropriately includes a much-needed Facilities Plan. Such a plan 
must include the development of written agreements regarding the Beverly Academy, the CCHS 
building, the WWFTM and the main building (leased from the city).  

As outlined in the recent Building Analysis report, the PAM building (old post office) 
needs substantial work. A good plan is outlined and funds are available from the county tax. 
Work needs to proceed. While the former post office building presents challenges for exhibits 
and collections storage, the staff has made some innovative choices and continues to work on 
ways to utilize the spaces.  

 
D. Safety and Security 

The two museum buildings are alarmed. However, as noted above, too many people 
have keys to buildings and collections storage areas. Locks should be changed and the 
distribution of new keys tracked.  

Security for collections information can be easily increased with changing Past Perfect to 
require separate logins so changes can be tracked. 

As noted in various places above, the safety and security for staff, visitors and 
collections require some additional work. MHHCC needs an Emergency or Disaster Recovery 
and Action Plan.  
 
Governance 

MHHCC works under the authority of a Board defined in city ordinance. The Board has 
approved By-laws, which were revised as recently as 2016 and serve well. However, some 
changes might be made during the next review. They need to include better information 
outlining duties, obligations and responsibilities of all Board members (perhaps in Article IV). 
For example, “duty of care,” “duty of loyalty,” and “duty of obedience” – which are all legal 
obligations of Board members – could be outlined and defined.11 The Ethics section should 
include Conflict of Interest and information regarding ethics of personal collecting. (Sample 
wording is included in appendix F.) If the Museum chooses to develop an ethics/conflict of 
interest form, this should be noted as well. Article VIII could be more fully developed. It should 
include federal and international statutes as well as Kentucky.  

The make-up of the Board has become more diverse in recent years, which is a positive 
development that will help with many strategic goals. Continued effort toward diversification is 
important. 

As made clear in the Governing Authority Collections Responsibility activity done as part 
of the MAP self-study, a main issue with Governance is the need for training and education, 
                                                           
11 For explanations of these terms, see Malaro, Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections, 18-20. 
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especially regarding collections. Board members could be made more aware of their fiduciary 
responsibilities regarding collections.  

Written material should be provided as part of board orientation/training. For example, 
board members should receive a copy of the MHHCC collections policy and ethics statements, 
as well as copies of the American Alliance of Museums “Characteristics of Excellence for U.S. 
Museums,” “Characteristics of Excellence in Plain English,” and “Standards Regarding 
Collections Stewardship.” (These are in appendix P.) The Board could also sign an ethics/conflict 
of interest statement – particularly regarding collectors and collection acquisition. The Board 
should also receive and be required to read Chapter 1 from Malaro, A Legal Primer on 
Managing Museum Collections, entitled “What Is a Museum? What Is Required of Its Board 
Members?” (Or at least pages 18-20 on duty of care, duty of loyalty, and duty of obedience.) 
(See appendix Q for additional resources on board education.) 

Since the site visit only included an interview with one member of the Board, it was 
difficult to get a full and clear view of the vision, support, understanding, etc. of board 
members. Much of this is based on the interview with one board member and the views of the 
staff.  
 
Summary 

The MHHCC has made great strides in the past few years towards improving the 
organization in many aspects of operation. They are facing many of the same issues faced by 
other historical organizations throughout the country – such as understaffing and lack of 
adequate storage space. To its credit, the staff is well aware of the museum’s needs, and they 
are eager to do what they can to address these. 

Two of the largest issues are intellectual control of the collection (knowing what they 
have and where it is) and defining collections scope and acquisitions. These two issues must be 
addressed before tackling other issues. 

The main recommendations involve performing a triage inventory and working on 
acquisitions procedures/education. The other large issue is Board and public education 
regarding collections acquisition and care obligations. It’s a major undertaking to bring new 
ways of operating to the community, including the Board. Staff should be commended for their 
efforts in what has been and will be difficult. Staff is trying to educate Board members as well 
as the community about why it’s necessary to be selective in acquisitions after taking 
everything offered for the first 4 decades. In addition, the community often conflates the work 
of county/town historian and the Christian County Historical Society with the work of MHHCC. 

Some general recommendations include references to have on hand for both staff and 
Board. These are described in the Resources Section. C.  Another recommendation is for 
MHHCC to participate in the American Association for State and Local History’s StEPs 
(Standards and Excellence Program for History Organizations). It is a relatively low cost program 
that provides an incredible amount of resources, including a manageable self-study that points 
to specific areas in which the organization exceeds, meets, or falls below professional museum 
standards. The resources include webinars and more that can help organizations take care of 
the areas in which they fall short. Multiple museums in Kentucky have received funds from 
Kentucky’s Local History Trust Fund to participate in StEPs. (http://history.ky.gov/get-
involved/support-local-history/) MHHCC could benefit in the same way. Participation in StEPs 

http://history.ky.gov/get-involved/support-local-history/
http://history.ky.gov/get-involved/support-local-history/
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would make MHHCC eligible to apply to the Trust Fund for money to implement other 
recommendations in this report.  
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Recommendations 
Immediate: 

1. The Board needs to make a decision on the building maintenance.  
2. The Director of Collections needs to walk through the areas of the CCHS building with 

the Board member who owns it and make a list of what belongs to MHHCC. 
(Document all museum collections stored at the CCHS warehouse. Create paperwork 
for any items on loan to the Board Member.) 

3. Begin a triage inventory. (Develop inventory worksheet and number/name all storage 
locations.) 

4. Tag all prospective donations with a temporary number and track in Past Perfect. 
5. Add security to Past Perfect by requiring separate logins for each individual. 

 
Short-term: 

1. The Collections Committee should write an initial Collections Plan. (This can be drafted 
by staff and presented to Collections Committee for discussion and revision.) 

2. Set up processing area for prospective donations (including adding a door). 
3. Begin to move all props and exhibit furniture out of artifact collections areas and/or 

reorganize storage areas storage to provide separate dedicated areas for artifacts, 
interpretive/education items and props. (Need to at least begin on this and include 
unreturned loans.) 

4. Evaluate use of accessioned artifacts in hands-on programming, including possible 
transfer to the education collection, discontinuing practice, and/or using reproduction 
items. 

5. Purchase dataloggers and begin monitoring conditions. 
6. Make adjustments in front cases due to light. (E.g., UV film, reproductions.)  
7. Change documents to include both names: Museums of Historic Hopkinsville—

Christian County and Pennyroyal Area Museum. 
8. Improve housekeeping plan by adding who is responsible for which duties.  
9. Apply for $290 Grant for StEPs enrollment from Kentucky’s Local History Trust 

Fund. http://history.ky.gov/get-involved/support-local-history/. Enroll in StEPs. 
10. Educate Board during orientation on their roles and responsibilities as they relate to 

collections. Provide Board members with a packet containing pertinent information 
regarding their duties regarding collections stewardship and responsibilities as a 
public trust. (e.g., AAM and AASLH best practices documents) 

a. Provide information on standards and best practices (particularly related to 
collections) to board members. 

b. Create Conflict of Interest/Ethics form 
c. Add information on personal collecting to Conflict of Interest section of by-

laws. 
 
Medium-term: 

1. Create emergency procedures and disaster plan to include collections. (Use dPlan 
template in Resources.) 

http://history.ky.gov/get-involved/support-local-history/
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2. Continue reorganization of storage areas storage to provide separate dedicated areas 
for artifacts, interpretive/education items and props. A written Storage Plan should be 
drafted during the re-organization.  

3. Make changes to CMP as listed in Collections Management section above (pp. 8-9): 
4. Have Collections Committee work on deaccessioning process; consult with lawyer on 

use of Kentucky Museum Property Act to obtain title to undocumented artifacts in the 
collection. 

5. Develop marketing plan, include collections. 
6. Develop standards/procedures manual for collections data entry, acquisition 

processing, and other collections-related activities. 
7. Re-evaluate staff effort and role in large, off-site events if they continue. 
8. Conduct visitor evaluations and surveys, perhaps through participation in “Visitors 

Count.” 
 

 
Long-term: 

1. Use the Past Perfect online component for digital access. 
2. Improved conditions for storage -- with better security and environmental control.  

a. Apply for grant from Kentucky’s Local History Trust Fund for “conservation of 
collection” (e.g., storage boxes/furniture). 

b. Develop Facilities Plan and maintenance schedule for all museums. 
c. Conduct UV and visible light monitoring and recording, followed by measures 

to reduce light levels in both exhibit areas and storage areas (filters). 
d. Apply for collections storage grants, such as from the Institute for Museum and 

Library Services, for re-housing the entire museum collection. 
e. Rehouse collections using acid-free storage for those items not already in such 

materials. 
f. Purchase new powder coated shelving units for use in all collection areas. 
g. Move all artifacts off the floor. 
h. Relocate museum collections stored at CCHS warehouse to museum. 
i. Develop a long-term Conservation Plan. 

 
3. Work on goals from 2013 assessment as listed in Collections Stewardship section 

recommendations above.  
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Resources 
 
General 
National Standards & Best Practices for U.S. Museums. AAM Press, 2008.  
(Very useful for educating the Board and community members regarding what’s expected. Free 
download for AAM members.) 
 
Catlin-Legutko, Cinnamon and Stacy Klingler, eds. Small Museum Toolkit. Altamira Press, 2012. 
(This is a 6-book series. Book 6 is important and very useful as it focuses on Collections 
Stewardship. There are several cases studies, examples of forms and practical advice and 
recommendations for organizations similar to MHHCC. Books 1-5 are equally helpful in other  
areas, including Governance, Interpretation). 
 
Kentucky Heritage and Museum Alliance. 
http://kymuseums.org/ 
 
Mission and Planning 
Publications: 
Decker, Juilee. Fundraising and Strategic Planning: Innovative Approaches for Museum. 

Altamira Press, 2015. 
 
Gardner, James B. and Elizabeth E. Merritt. The AAM Guide to Collections Planning. American 

Association of Museums, 2004. 
 
Online examples of collection plans: 
National Watch & Clock Museum 
http://www.nawcc.org/images/stories/museum_documents/NWCM_Collection_Plan.pdf 
Pratt Museum, http://www.prattmuseum.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Pratt-Museum-

Collections-Plan.pdf 
AASLH StEPs Resource: Collection Plan, January 2007 (free download of sample plan) 
(http://resource.aaslh.org/view/collection-plan/ 
 
Online resources regarding collections plans: 
http://illinoisheritage.org/faqs/collections/#plan 
 
 
Interpretation 
“Visitors Count” program is administered by the American Association for State and Local 

History. Information on this program can be found online: http://tools.aaslh.org/visitors-
count/. 

 
 
 

http://kymuseums.org/
http://www.nawcc.org/images/stories/museum_documents/NWCM_Collection_Plan.pdf
http://www.prattmuseum.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Pratt-Museum-Collections-Plan.pdf
http://www.prattmuseum.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Pratt-Museum-Collections-Plan.pdf
http://resource.aaslh.org/view/collection-plan/
http://illinoisheritage.org/faqs/collections/#plan
http://tools.aaslh.org/visitors-count/
http://tools.aaslh.org/visitors-count/
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Publications 
Catlin-Legutko, Cinnamon and Stacy Klingler, eds. Small Museum Toolkit, Book 5: Interpretation. 

Altamira Press, 2012.  
 
Decker, Juilee, ed. Engagement and Access: Innovative Approaches for Museums. Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2015. 
 
Collections Stewardship 
Essential Publications absolutely necessary for collections reference: 
Buck, Rebecca A., and Jean Allman Gilmore. MRM5: Museum Registration Methods, 5th edition. 

American Alliance of Museums, 2010. 
 
Malaro, Marie C. A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections. Smithsonian Books, 2012. 
 
Reibel, Daniel B. Registration Methods for the Small Museum. Altamira Press, 2008. 
[This can be a helpful companion to MRM5. It has practical sections in each chapter entitled, 

“What Not to Do, and When Not to Do It.”] 
 
Other Collections Publications: 
Catlin-Legutko, Cinnamon and Stacy Klingler, eds. Small Museum Toolkit, Book 6: Stewardship. 

Altamira Press, 2012. [The other 5 books in this series are all great resources for information 
on governance, finance, audiences, and interpretation.] 

[This has great chapter titles, like “Collections Management: Know What You have, Know Why 
You have It, Know Where You Got It, Know Where It Is.” Also, many case studies and 
examples.] 

 
Jones, Trevor, Rainey Tisdale, and Elizabeth Wood, eds. Active Collections. Routledge, 2018. 
[Appendix E has some information on the new approach to “tiered” or “active” collections. If 

MHHCC decides to pursue that policy, this would be an essential book when it comes out 
next year.] 

 
Online Resources: 
AASLH: 
http://resource.aaslh.org/view/steps-lab-1deaccessioning-the-devils-in-the-details/ 
 
Conserv O Grams: http://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/cons_toc.html 
 
dPlan™:  http://dplan.org/ 
 
Sample collections documents: 
http://web.mit.edu/museum/collections/manual.html 
http://www.aam-us.org/resources/resource-library/cs/collections-management 
 
 

http://resource.aaslh.org/view/steps-lab-1deaccessioning-the-devils-in-the-details/
http://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/cons_toc.html
http://dplan.org/
http://web.mit.edu/museum/collections/manual.html
http://www.aam-us.org/resources/resource-library/cs/collections-management
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Sample collections procedures: 
http://www.fortmissoulamuseum.org/docs/Collections%20Policy%20Procedures%20Manual%2

0Final-Aug09.pdf) (pp. 33-35, 40) 
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/museum/MuseumProcedures.pdf (Section C, VI on Documentation 

and all of Section D) 
 
 
Administration and Finance 
Catlin-Legutko, Cinnamon and Stacy Klingler, eds. Small Museum Toolkit, Book 2: Financial 

Resource Development and Management. Altamira Press, 2012. 
 
Governance 
Catlin-Legutko, Cinnamon and Stacy Klingler, eds. Small Museum Toolkit, Book 1: Leadership, 

Mission, and Governance. Altamira Press, 2012. 
 
Malaro, Marie C. Museum Governance. Smithsonian Books, 1994. 
 
  

http://www.fortmissoulamuseum.org/docs/Collections%20Policy%20Procedures%20Manual%20Final-Aug09.pdf
http://www.fortmissoulamuseum.org/docs/Collections%20Policy%20Procedures%20Manual%20Final-Aug09.pdf
https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/museum/MuseumProcedures.pdf
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Appendices 
 

A. Site Visit Agenda 
 

B. Kentucky State Resources 
 

C. Collections Plan information 
1. Short plan example 
2. Online text example 
3. Ah Tah Thi Ki Museum Collections Plan 
4. Drake Well Museum Collections Plan 
5. Pratt Museum Collections Plan 

 
D. Samples of procedures and data entry standards. 

 
E. Information on “tiered” collections and levels of care 

 
F. Sample Ethics/Conflict of Interest forms 

 
G. Example of procedure regarding Temporary Registration Receipt objects and/or Found 

in Collection objects 
 

H. Kentucky Museum Property Act and Kentucky Administrative Regulations  
 

I. Sample of online acquisition guidelines 
 

J. Direct Care of Collections 
 

K. Sample deaccession forms and procedures 
 

L. Inventory 
1. Sample wording for Inventory section of CMP 
2. Sample inventory worksheets 

 
M. Wood 

 
N. Information on dataloggers 

 
O. Samples of small pest management plans 

 
P. Standards resources 

1. American Alliance of Museums “Characteristics of Excellence” and 
“Characteristics of Excellence in Plain English” 

2. “Standards Regarding Collections Stewardship” 
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Q. Materials and information for Board training 

 
R. Images 

1. Mailbox, mail desk, train layout at WWFTM 
2. Leaks (piano and main exhibit area celling 
3. Model train at PAM 
4. Pioneer room exhibit 
5. Agriculture exhibit 
6. Library in processing area  
7. Fire Run Books at WWFTM 
8. Processing area and door/curtain 
9. Temporary Registration Receipt objects 
10. Loan items in basement 
11. Upstairs storage 
12. Textile room 
13. Basement storage and wood cabinets 
14. Front exhibit cases 
15. Ceiling leaks in upstairs storage 
16. CCHS building photos 
**** The materials listed in the Appendix have already been sent to the museum    
by the peer reviewer. 

 
 



 

 
 

Characteristics of Excellence for Museums

1. PUBLIC TRUST & ACCOUNTABILITY 

1.1  The museum is a good steward of its resources held in the public 
trust. 

1.2  The museum identifies the communities it serves, and makes 
appropriate decisions in how it serves them. 

1.3  Regardless of its self-identified communities, the museum strives to 
be a good neighbor in its geographic area. 

1.4  The museum strives to be inclusive and offers opportunities for 
diverse participation. 

1.5  The museum asserts its public service role and places education at 
the center of that role. 

1.6  The museum demonstrates a commitment to providing the public 
with physical and intellectual access to the museum and its 
resources. 

1.7  The museum is committed to public accountability and is transparent 
in its mission and its operations. 

1.8  The museum complies with local, state, and federal laws, codes, and 
regulations applicable to its facilities, operations, and administration. 

2. MISSION & PLANNING 
2.1  The museum has a clear understanding of its mission and 

communicates why it exists and who benefits as a result of its efforts. 
2.2  All aspects of the museum’s operations are integrated and focused 

on meeting its mission. 
2.3  The museum’s governing authority and staff think and act 

strategically to acquire, develop, and allocate resources to advance 
the mission of the museum. 

2.4  The museum engages in ongoing and reflective institutional planning 
that includes involvement of its audiences and community. 

2.5  The museum establishes measures of success and uses them to 
evaluate and adjust its activities. 

3. LEADERSHIP & ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
3.1  The governance, staff, and volunteer structures and processes 

effectively advance the museum’s mission. 
3.2  The governing authority, staff, and volunteers have a clear and 

shared understanding of their roles and responsibilities. 
3.3  The governing authority, staff, and volunteers legally, ethically, and 

effectively carry out their responsibilities. 
3.4  The composition, qualifications, and diversity of the museum’s 

leadership, staff, and volunteers enable it to carry out the museum’s 
mission and goals. 

3.5  There is a clear and formal division of responsibilities between the 
governing authority and any group that supports the museum, 
whether separately incorporated or operating within the museum or 
its parent organization. 

4. COLLECTIONS STEWARDSHIP 
4.1  The museum owns, exhibits, or uses collections that are appropriate 

to its mission. 
4.2  The museum legally, ethically, and effectively manages, documents, 

cares for, and uses the collections. 
4.3  The museum’s collections-related research is conducted according 

to appropriate scholarly standards. 
4.4  The museum strategically plans for the use and development of its 

collections. 
4.5  Guided by its mission, the museum provides public access to its 

collections while ensuring their preservation. 

5. EDUCATION & INTERPRETATION 
5.1  The museum clearly states its overall educational goals, philosophy, 

and messages, and demonstrates that its activities are in alignment 
with them. 

5.2  The museum understands the characteristics and needs of its 
existing and potential audiences and uses this understanding to 
inform its interpretation. 

5.3  The museum’s interpretive content is based on appropriate research. 
5.4  Museums conducting primary research do so according to scholarly 

standards. 
5.5  The museum uses techniques, technologies, and methods 

appropriate to its educational goals, content, audiences, and 
resources. 

5.6  The museum presents accurate and appropriate content for each of 
its audiences. 

5.7  The museum demonstrates consistent high quality in its interpretive 
activities. 

5.8  The museum assesses the effectiveness of its interpretive activities 
and uses those results to plan and improve its activities. 

6. FINANCIAL STABILITY 
6.1  The museum legally, ethically, and responsibly acquires, manages, 

and allocates its financial resources in a way that advances its 
mission. 

6.2  The museum operates in a fiscally responsible manner that promotes 
its long-term sustainability. 

7. FACILITIES & RISK MANAGEMENT 
7.1  The museum allocates its space and uses its facilities to meet the 

needs of the collections, audience, and staff. 
7.2  The museum has appropriate measures to ensure the safety and 

security of people, its collections and/or objects, and the facilities it 
owns or uses. 

7.3  The museum has an effective program for the care and long-term 
maintenance of its facilities. 

7.4  The museum is clean and well-maintained, and provides for the 
visitors’ needs. 

7.5  The museum takes appropriate measures to protect itself against 
potential risk and loss.  



 
Public Trust &  Account

Characteristics of Excellence for Museums 
In Plain English 

Public Trust & Accountability 
» Be good 

» No really—not only be legal, but be ethical 

» Show everyone how good and ethical you are 

» (don’t wait for them to ask) 

» Do good for people 

» Know which people 

» And to be on the safe side 

» Be nice to everyone else, too 

» Especially if they live next door 

» Avoid cloning 

» Look something like the people you are doing good for 

» And maybe a bit like your neighbors 

» Let other people help decide what games to play 

» And what the rules are 

» Share your toys 

Mission and Planning 
» Know what you want to do 

» And why it makes a difference to anyone 

» Then put it in writing 

» Stick to it 

» Decide what you want to do next 

» When you are deciding what to do, ask lots of people 

» for their opinion 

» Put it in writing 

» Then do it 

» If it didn’t work, don’t do it again 

» If it did work, do 

Leadership and Organizational Structure 
» Make sure everyone is clear about who is doing what 

» The board knows it is governing 

» The director knows she is directing (and the board 

» knows it too) 

» The staff know they are doing everything else 

» And have it in writing 

Collections Stewardship 
» Know what stuff you have 

» Know what stuff you need 

» Know where it is 

» Take good care of it 

» Make sure someone gets some good out of it 

» Especially people you care about 

» And your neighbors 

Education and Interpretation 
» Know who you are talking to 

» Ask them what they want to know 

» Know what you want to say 

» (and what you are talking about) 

» Use appropriate language (or images, or music) 

» Make sure people understood you 

» And ask them if they liked it 

» If not, change it 

Financial Stability 
» Put your money where your mission is 

» Is it enough money? 

» Will it be there next year, too? 

» Know when you will need more $ 

» Know where you are going to get it from 

» Don’t diddle the books 

Facilities and Risk Management 
» Don’t crowd people 

» Or things 

» Make it safe to visit your museum 

» Or work there 

» Keep it clean 

» Keep the toilet paper stocked 

» And if all else fails, know where the exit is 

» (and make sure it is clearly marked) 
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